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1. Motivation

 In order to facilitate the discovery and monitoring of 
spatial resources, INSPIRE directive encouraged the use of 
controlled vocabularies

 For example, in the case of the Keyword metadata 
element
 The metadata regulation (annex, part B, 3) forces the use of 

one keyword, at least, from the general environmental 
multilingual thesaurus (GEMET) to describe the spatial data 
theme, as defined by the INSPIRE annexes.

 The technical guidelines for the metadata implementing rules 
recommend a minimum of two keywords in addition to the 
mandatory keyword, and if possible, selected from controlled 
vocabularies such as GEMET, EUROVOC or AGROVOC

 (version 1.3: TG Requirement 16, TG Recommendation 
11&12) 
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Thesaurus= controlled set of terms used in an application domain and relations between 
those terms: synonymy , broader-narrower (BT-NT), related terms (RT), definitions, 
translations , …



Reality: little attention to these recommendations

 Current holdings of metadata records make little use of 
these vocabularies

 Some statistics about the use of GEMET in the metadata 
catalogue of Spain Spatial Data Infrastructure (IDEE)
 December 2015, around 97,000 records
 Only 25% of the metadata records contained a keyword with 

an explicit reference to “GEMET – INSPIRE Spatial Data 
Themes”

 Just 0.5% of records included a GEMET concept that differed 
from the INSPIRE themes
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Why not to follow these recommendations?

 Is qualified human power a limited resource for metadata 
generation?
 ...

 But apart from that, one possible reason to prevent 
cataloguers from the right use of thesauri could be the 
existence of specific issues in its quality

 Purpose of our work
 Present a method for reporting automatically the quality of 

thesauri
 Study the specific features of a thesaurus widely used in the 

INSPIRE context:  analysis of the the quality of GEMET 
properties and relations in English, French and Spanish
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2. Automatic method for reporting thesaurus quality

 The “quality” is a measure of excellence or a state of 
being free from defects, deficiencies and significant 
variations (ISO 8402)

 ISO 25964 defines the structure, properties and relations 
of thesauri
 Mandatory and optional properties (preferred labels, 

definitions)
 Structure of the content (charset, use of acronyms,…)
 Rules to assure uniformity along the thesaurus 
 Proper use of properties and relations

 We have developed a tool to detect the fulfillment of these 
features and generate a report detailing the problems
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Our thesaurus validation process

 The validation of features requires lexical, syntactic and 
semantic analysis of the content of the thesaurus
 The obtained measures provide a percentage of 

labels/concepts/relations evaluated as correct 



How? Property analysis in detail (I)

 Completeness analysis: detection of lacking elements, e.g. 
incomplete preferred labels and definitions per concept
 Simple existence check

 Content analysis: locate invalid values inside labels, e.g. 
detection of non-alphabetic characters, adverbs, initial 
articles, and acronyms in preferred labels
 We define regular expressions to be matched



How? Property analysis in detail (II)

 Context analysis: detection of anomalies involving several 
labels, e.g. detection of duplicated labels or 
inconsistencies in the use of uppercase and plurals
 Label uniqueness is checked using a set structure
 Plural detection by means of adapted version of Porter 

stemming algorithm

 Complexity analysis: detection of syntactically complex 
labels (analysis of the use of prepositions, conjunctions 
and adjectives)
 Conjunctions, adverbs, articles and prepositions are detected 

using Part Of Speech (POS) taggers



How? Relation analysis in detail

 Detection of BT/NT cycles
 Tarjan's strongly connected components algorithm

 Detection of non-informative RT relations (in the same 
BT/NT hierarchy)
 We traverse the tree of BT/NT concepts to verify that the 

related term is not there

 Detection of semantically invalid BT/NT relations (without 
a subordinate-superordinate meaning)
 We align the thesaurus with WordNet
 We align WordNet with DOLCE ontology
 We compare the original relations with the ones provided in 

these models



Alignment with WordNet

 Wordnet (Open Multilingual Wordnet) = a lexical database that groups 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of cognitive synonyms 
(synsets)

 Selection of WordNet synset according to different strategies
 String matching of labels
 In case of polysemy

 Intersection of synsets produced by multilingual labels
 Disambiguation based on context (previously aligned concepts)



An example of context based disambiguation

 We want to find the correct synset to be matched with 
Street concept in our original thesaurus
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Is hypernym/hyponym WordNet hierarchy enough 
for checking BT/NT accuracy?

YES YES

YES ???



Doubtful cases checked with DOLCE

 DOLCE = upper-level ontology consisting of very abstract categories 
of concepts and relations
 It can be used to analyze relations independently of the thesaurus domain

 After matching between WordNet and DOLCE, if we infer that a BT/NT 
relation in the original thesaurus can be mapped with a DOLCE 
subclass, participation or location relation         we will consider it as 
correct (it has a subordinate meaning compatible with DOLCE)



3. Results for GEMET Thesaurus (I)
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Results for GEMET Thesaurus (II)

 Although in general the quality of the thesaurus is high, 
there are some issues to be noted: 
 definitions of concepts are only provided in English
 6% of Related Term (RT) relations are not informative as they 

connect concepts already in the same BT/NT hierarchy
 an estimated 24% of BT/NT relations are not semantically 

correct
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4. Conclusions

 We have presented a method for reporting automatically 
the quality of thesauri, more details at
 Lacasta, J., Falquet, G., Zarazaga-Soria, F.J., Nogueras-Iso, J. 

(2016) : An automatic method for reporting the quality of 
thesauri. Data & Knowledge Engineering, vol. 104, pp 1-14

 GEMET quality is good in general terms, but still it is 
sensible to increase this quality
 provide definitions in more languages 
 refine RT and BT/NT relations
 connect GEMET concepts to INSPIRE spatial data themes with 

extra-relations
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Conclusions (II)

 And out of the scope of the quality of the thesaurus, other 
ideas to improve the use of controlled vocabularies in 
metadata (and improvements in discovery)
 Improve Human Computer Interface in cataloguing tools
 Apply text mining techniques to auto-recommend 

vocabularies
 Names of tables, columns and text values contained in  

datasets could provide input data for automatic topic 
categorization
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